THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
next superior officer The officer does not wait to com-
municate the news to the commander-in-chief and ask
what he is to do. On his own initiative he gives orders
for rapid fire He passes on the news later, after he has
done this.
We may almost look upon what occurs in the spinal
column in a reflex movement, as being analogous with this
prompt action on the spot of the non-commissioned officer
or second-lieutenant     In another case,  however,  where
consideration was required, or where the counter measures
needed orders from a higher rank, the lieutenant in question
might have passed on the information before acting in any
way.   And the reply might not have come through him at
all.    Indeed, the message might have been relayed back
till it reached general headquarters.   Not otherwise does it
happen in the spinal column.   Instead of going out again
at once and causing a reflex action, the incoming nerve
currents may pass from the nerves which brought them in,
to other neurones which carry them higher up the spinal
column, or up to the mid brain.   And thence, passing over
synapses to yet other neurones, they may go to the great
brain itself, the cerebral hemispheres, where complicated
systems of neurones may carry the excitement hither and
thither  before  finally  a   downward-carrying  set  convey
currents which at some lower level pass to efferent or motor
nerves and cause muscular movement to occur.
The expression " carrying the nerve current" must not
be allowed to mislead. The first analogy is with currents
of water such as waterpipes carry. That is certainly most
unlike what occurs. The second analogy, that suggested
by our telegraph system, is with wires which direct an electric
current. That, also, however, is in many respects unlike
what occurs. In the first place, nerve currents do not travel
anything like as fast as electric currents. Then detailed
examination shows that, although there are certain electrical
manifestations which do take place, the disturbance which
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